InControl earns Gartner’s 2012 ‘Cool Vendor’ in ITAM
InControl’s IT Asset Intelligence and Asset Management Solution combines Hardware
Discovery/Inventory of all IT Assets, Energy Management, Software Asset Management with People and
Location in one solution.
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San Diego, California, USA – Press Release – InControl, a global solution in IT Asset Management is
proud to have been selected as a Gartner “Cool Vendor in IT Asset Management” in the report published
th
on April 12 , 2012.
“We are honored and proud to be recognized by Gartner for our approach to enterprise ITAM”, said
InControl’s CEO Gary Paquette. “We have worked hard in designing and creating a solution that met the
requirements of many enterprise and non-enterprise clients looking to have all of the IT Asset data,
regardless of the OS or platform, in one centralized database. This includes our Energy Control solution
that provides valuable insight into the energy, CO2 emissions and costs of energy.”
As quoted in the report, “While there are many auto-discovery and inventory tool vendors supporting the
multi dimensional need for inventory capabilities, ie security, anti-virus, network monitoring and ITAM, to
perform their core function, there is only slight little differentiation among the point vendors that do
inventory for ITAM purposes. Therefore, when a vendor adds functionality beyond the basic scan and
correlation of file types, this is a novel approach to increasing the tool’s value and making it more
strategic in an organization.”
With decades of experience, InControl’s award winning solution uniquely delivers integrated DCIM,
network discovery, inventory and asset management into a centralized integrated solution. InControl's
technology design goals were to provide you with an efficient solution to reducing your overall cost of
operations and keeping your valuable data fresh and as the conscience of the ITIL CMDB.
The ability to provide a central view to all of your IT Assets from Workstations, Servers (UNIX, Linux,
Windows), Network Switches and Routers, controllers, VM Hosts and Guests to name a few from a multiprotocol and InControl's unique technology is a must in today's infrastructure and economy.
To learn more about InControl’s enterprise ITAM solution, visit www.incontroltechnology.com.
About InControl Technology
InControl Technology, Inc. is a privately-funded, Software Company that has proven demand for its
offerings and is growing rapidly. Established in 2003, the San Diego-based company has developed a
unique and award winning software system for managing the physical configuration for ITAM and energy
demand of IT Assets and Network equipment in Data Centers and Enterprises down to the desktop.
EnergyControl™ was built by leveraging key components of the core MasterControl suite.
Gartner does not endorse any vendor; product or service depicted in our research publications, and does
not advise technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings. Gartner research
publications consist of the opinions of Gartner's research organization and should not be construed as
statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research,
including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. For more information, visit
www.gartner.com.
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